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About This Content

THE COMPLETE SOLUTION - STRAIGHT FROM THE DEVELOPERS!

The world of Antaloor is truly enormous - but now you can never get lost!

The official "Two Worlds II" Strategy Guide will make sure that you never miss an adventure, complete every quest and never
again get into a desperate situation in combat! All you "Two Worlds" fans out there who want to know everything about the
game will be thrilled by the Guide's 328 color pages – each one packed with pure developer know-how and knowledge. The

detailed maps with lots of markings let you zoom in on every fascinating inch of Antaloor. And besides the descriptions of all
the weapons, monsters, animals and plant and animal alchemy ingredients, there's lots of priceless statistical info about every
single being and object! There’s a Quest Index included too for a fast overview and targeted searching for specific solutions.

This Guide is a Must-Have for every Antaloor Adventurer!

Features

Descriptions of the main quest and all the side quests- including all the alternatives!

Detailed maps with solutions and lots of insider tips on the game!

Explanations about all your opponents - including their strengths and weaknesses!
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Detailed weapons statistics, with an illustration of every single weapon and all values!

A revealing excursion into the secret worlds of magic and alchemy!
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two worlds ii strategy guide. two worlds ii walkthrough pc

I absolutely LOVE this game. It's not a particularly great game - but I can't put it down. Great gameplay loop, always trying to
get further without dying to retain a higher multiplier for the next superbeam. minimalist, highly polished graphics and
simplistic enemy designs remind me of Atari 2600 shooters like Beamrider. Love it!. Skin is beautiful. Entered the atmosphere
on Earth and made a smooth ascent back to space, looking out the windows gave me vertigo and a feeling of imbalance like that
of being on an airliner, impressive.. KatanaX is a very relaxing and challenging sword slashing simulator. Fruit Ninja VR, by
comparison, is a fun game but, feels too fast paced and carries an arcade-like quality that goes from 0 to insanity in a very short
period of time. KatanaX on the other hand, has the same polished feel as Fruit Ninja VR but, instead has options that allow you
to progress at a much slower pace that makes it a better fit in VR for longer durations of sword training or exercise. This allows
you to spend more time to practicing your technique and try different slicing movements instead of whacking away at
everything thrown at you. I feel this is the greatest strength KatanaX has to offer.

I really enjoy the randomness of KatanaX Tatami and Fruit Slicing game modes. No matter how many times you play a game
mode it’s always a different slicing problem. You can never predict what pattern will appear next. Some of the patterns are very
simple, while others are very complex and require more time to think through. The challenge is fun because you need to
determine your angle and strength of the strike and follow through before the next timed set appears. If you don’t swing strong
enough you can have your blade get stuck and pinched in the fiber, if you swing too hard you can cut straight through to the next
object and be penalized. So, it is very challenging in that it requires you to swing varying strengths of speed with precise
movements.

KatanaX is a very polished game and highly recommend to add it to any VR collection. It is a lot of fun and easy to jump into
daily for some exercise.. not a very interesting game 2/10 stars. Works pretty great for what it is. Some of the settings aren't
super intuative, it takes some time and playing around to learn each tool. I've used it for Richard Burns Rally, and its very easy
to make stages. The detail is time consuming, but its really easy to lay a track out and test it as you go.. Ok to start lets forget for
a minute that there is no map. Now don't get me wrong I absolutly love Hidden Objsct Game, this is the worst one I have ever
played. The hit dectection on some of the objest is absolutly horrible i spent 20 minutes trying to click on a lizard! I figured oh i
must have the wrong item, used a hint nope right item just had to find that one pixel to click on! Some of the puzzels that they
love to reuse are made my the devil himself. Also the hints are vague at best which will lead you to running around the whole
map trying to find out where your suppose to place/use objects, which lead back to there is NO MAP! I spent more time
running around trying to figure out what i was trying to do than doing things in this game! Now i went out of my way to finish
this thing that at this point i refuse to call a game, it was more like a true test of endurance and patience, but if for some reason
you just HAVE to play this "game" use the walkthrough. Honestly though just save your money, getting it for free will make
you feel ripped off.. I started in a small town. I got 3 powerful friends and together we killed people and monsters. I think I am
ready to play this game now.. Another puzzle game from Decaying Logic this time in space. Puzzle sizes range from 60 to 350.
Beautiful images from space including nebulas, space walks, planets and more. Instead of just doing puzzles, you can also build
rockets that when completed will launch into space. In order to put the puzzle pieces in their right place you must rotate them.
The music fits the whole space theme of the game. A great way to relax and enjoy a casual game. 10\/10.
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Wishmere is an excellent game and I highly recommend this game to those that love "old school" beat em ups, or wanting to get
into the genre.

The gameplay is great, it really does have that old-school beat em up feel to it. The attacks are quite fluid and fast too. Although
there are some differences that separate this game from the rest. You can perform combos to do high amounts of damage. There
is an active block that you can utilize to negate damage.

As for characters, each one has their own unique set of special moves and secret arts. Special moves can be used on their own or
can be used in a combo, kinda like a finisher. Secret arts are like your ultimate moves, some can wipe out enemies on the
screen, while others may grant you additional attack powers. There are also team attacks that you can perform with another
player that can potentially wipe the screen of enemies.

There are currently two modes that you can play, arcade and story mode. Arcade mode has 3 difficulties: easy, medium, and
hard. These 3 difficulties are basically like horde mode except it is not infinite, after you beat 5 rounds the level ends, but you
can always replay. Then you have your endless mode, the rounds are infinite and you play until you run out of health.

As for story mode you get to learn more about the characters and the lore of the game. There isnt much currently, but will
definitely be expand upon as the game gets updated.

There is only local coop as of now. Online coop is TBD. From a singleplayer standpoint the game is still very enjoyable, not one
moment did I ever get bored from playing by myself. That is not to say I dont want Online MP, I would love to see it
implemented.

As for hours to price ratio, you will definitely get your moneys worth from this game and more.

Overall Wishmere is an excellent game to play and add it to your already awesome collection of games. I hope this review helps
you in deciding whether to purchase the game or not.. huehueheue, nice little buggy game :). One of the reasons I wanted to
have a VR system.This is not perfect, as having not that many places (yet?), quite many statues etc. to see, still. What it has, is
great experience and I think the models are well made. With Vive you can walk around quite a lot and see things from
difference angle or how you say it. It is a wonder imo. and the elevator, is a big plus:) First time... I got a bit scared what's
happening :) So real it felt. I can almost touch the statues, though it is not often allowed in museums.
 Big plus for this and for any similar ones, hoping more. Also, this one is free. Anyone with VR system, I think, should get this.
PS. The second floor paintings... need to see to believe in VR, how well made. Also, some sounds are great, especially... nah,
won't spoil things, if possible, hear and see for yourself :). TLDR: As the program is currently presented, get it during at least a
75% off sale. Do NOT pay full price.

This program offers a variety of ambient noises that you can layer to create your own custom ambiance. As I write this, I'm
currently listening to frogs and crickets chirp beside a campfire. Very simple and not bad, but I have two major critiques, one of
which may be a potential dealbreaker; the first is, there is no master volume control. There are individual volume controls for
each layer of sound, but no master. I had to go into my computer's volume options and manually turn down the program's
volume which is a HUGE oversight and completely unacceptable (there is no universal mute button either). The other major
problem I had was that there doesn't seem to be any way to minimize it, it is permanently taking up space in my taskbar. I also
feel that, given the nature of this program, it should have the ability to launch independently of Steam, but that's more of a
personal preference.

If these problems are addressed in the future and resolved, I will change the recommendation on this review to a yes, but the
issues are just too big for me to overlook at this time.

As more of a suggestion to the dev team, I would like to see more sound options added, even if it were only DLC. More options
for a variety of birds, things like windchimes or the occasional chitter of an animal, maybe different intensities of leaves
rustling. Farm noises could be a great idea for a DLC bundle, or maybe even city noises (in spite of the name Nature Relax). A
Steam Workshop would be a great idea too.. One of the greatest childhood games ever.. Sorry to say it as I was so excited for it,
but this game is just not fun to play and didn't live up to the hype. I backed this game... the level of disappoint was pretty high.

I love Neil Gaiman and the concept was there, they just didn't manage to pull this off.. so far so good, potentional is here, great
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price too. You can say this is 2d Dark Souls Prepare to die edition, except that it can kill you more times in a minute than dark
souls ever will, and you'll probably yell at this game more than any other game. Goodluck you'll need it, LITERALLY.. Sublime
puzzle game with a simple soundtrack. Intensely difficult epilogue.. Used to play this as a kid and while the controls are a little
wonky and need a bit to get used to, I was so excited when I saw this game on steam.
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